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Great series.! I'm energetically sensitive and incredibly much an empath. Today my "go-to".
This review is for the kindle edition only. The . Information about the spiritual and physical
impacts of crystals on the body is usually in there aswell!. This review is for the kindle edition
only. The kindle edition doesn't have pictures which makes it hard to identify stones. Helps me
make use of my precious stones! I wish I had realized that there is an added review here for
the Kindle edition and it clearly claims there are no pictures. If I had understood that I most
likely wouldn't have purchased this at all. Great reference book. I'll have to go elsewhere for
just about any help identifying stones. YES, THE KINDLE VERSION HAS PICS For the other
reviewers who believe it doesn’t, perhaps it’s the e-reader they’re using. When I proceeded to
go into the store for the second time in a week, I asked the woman who owns the place if she
could point me in direction of a stone that could help me harness compassion and
unconditional love;The only real difficult thing may also be I cannot remember the name of a
crystal and would like to be able to look it up by color but the internet is good for that ;)
Beautiful Pictures I simply bought the ebook, and I'm not sure if this publication has been
revised, or not, but I will need to disagree with some of the other reviewers. THIS EBOOK HAS
BEAUTIFUL, CLEAR PICTURES OF EVERY CRYSTAL DESCRIBED. It includes a substantial
amount of useful information, in fact it is perfect for somebody who is interested in the
metaphysical properties of various crystals and wishes to be able to identify them. Interesting
book with great pictures Good fundamental information if this is your 1st book on the subject.
Keep in mind none of the stones are duplicated from one book to some other, so buying #3
does NOT mean you get everything in 1 and 2. I purchased two bracelets that have many
different stones, to include Shungtite, Dark Tourmaline, and Tiger's Eyes. This book has helped
me also find out about the loose stones that I've purchased at an area store that sells
everything crystals and gemstones. It is also really nice that it is organized in alphabetical
purchase. lo-and-behold she flipped right to Prehnite. After reading the webpages onto it, I
felt a strong sense of calm, as this was the EXACT stone I required in my life-not only
harnessing unconditional like for others, but harnessing powerful properties to heal the healer.
I'm infinity grateful to the woman, and to The Crystal Bible, as I continue my trip into learning
how to continue steadily to heal myself, while also assisting to heal others nowadays that so
desperately need it through crystals, gemstones, Reiki and other holistic approaches. Amazon
responded quickly and to my fulfillment quickly replaced it. I have worked with crystals for 25
years and it's been a long process to get better at using them. At first nothing at all would
happen at all.This book switches into so much fine detail the stone, the colors, the form, all
sorts of stuff. You could see where the binder had just a little problem and a full page had a
small rip at the binder and the next 10 web pages were gone.!! psychological & spiritual
impacts of the crystal on the body as well as a ton of additional information. If you are
searching for a book truly that is it. Great quick reference book This is my first purchase of the
three-part series by Judy Hall. Volume 1 addresses over 200 crystals! I can already tell you I'll
be purchasing volumes 2 and 3 (each which cover 200+ Even more crystals/stones, not
included in volume 1) I really like how each crystal explanation includes photos to further
assist in identification. Still am searching for more info!. This book is packed with a lot of great
details and is the ideal quick reference. It's also little and fits very easily in my own hand. I
highly recommend it for beginners. Beautiful, informative, easy-to-read I'm brand-new into
crystal/gemstone healing and protective powers. Must state that the book manufacturer had
a glitch for the reason that there were exactly 10 pages lacking. I am so pleased I bought it.
This really truly is awesome! Awesome reference tool I really love this particular book.

Interesting i wanted more information on the subject of crystals. With this book on kindle
almost half of the info was missing. I have no idea if it could not really be sent it had been just
lacking. I also appreciate that rarity and sources were included.!! The three-component Bible
series is great. I think she wrote another publication but this one is actually important. It
undergoes the physical & Great intro to crystals Great intro to crystals. Anyway, the Crystal
Bible 1 was my 1st crystal book. Scanning this book on my iPad I've big, full color pictures. I
love Judy Hall’s very clear and positive method of writing. Book 2 covered a few of the more
rare and interesting crystals you feel drawn to after you delve deeper into crystal obsession.
Nuummite, Brandberg Amethyst, and Tugtupite for example—all my favorites. A lot of info is
repeated in the event that you buy plenty of her books, but I’m pleased to know as much as
possible. It will be ideal for looking up characteristics of different stones/crystals but that's it..
Very pleased. You "want" all three, which gives you up to 750-800 stone descriptions
altogether. I'm really experiencing this book! Smaller size for easy handling with no sacrifice of
visible quality, either. Love the business and great information. Awesome book! Very useful
and educational ? Great Resource Great resource. Lots of crystal info all in a single place. My
digital duplicate has photos of most crystals.. I really like Amazon for performing that. It's filled
up with tons of useful information about a wide variety of things. No pictures! Good Met
expectation
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